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Phil Rasmus liked to prove people wrong. They said he wouldn’t reach the age of 63, 
but he did. They said he wouldn’t make it to 64, but he did. They said he wouldn’t 
make it to Christmas, but he did. When I told him he’d be nominated for AEU Life 
Membership in Melbourne on 21 February 2014, he made that his next target. He 
only narrowly missed it.  
 
Philip Rasmus was a teacher and AEU member in the ACT for more than 37 years. 
His union roles included sub-branch rep, branch councillor, branch executive 
member, federal conference delegate and, for the four years up to the end of 2012, 
ACT Branch President. These are the dry, albeit impressive, facts of the matter. But 
the story of Phil Rasmus’ union involvement and activism is far from dry.  
 
Phil’s letters to The Canberra Times are the stuff of legend. Phil used to send them 
to me at the same time he sent them to the paper. Once I’d stopped pissing myself 
with laughter, I’d say to a colleague: “Read the latest from Phil. It won’t get 
published. It can’t get published. It’s too long, too ruthless, too sarcastic and too 
personal, but it’s a magnificent rant.” Nine out of ten times these letters would be 
published, and he really made use of his presidency to test the limits. Phil battled 
cancer for a long time, but even as late as 4 November last year, just prior to his first 
stint in the hospice, Phil delivered this hammer blow to letter-writer Christopher 
Smith:  
 
There may be a complex web of reasons why parents choose non-government 
schools, but I doubt that ''safety from the closed minds of ideologues'', as 
Christopher Smith (Letters, October 31) asserts, is high up on that list.  
 
Mr Smith talks of teachers' enviable pay packets (which possibly accounts for the 
well-known phenomenon of people streaming out of public service positions seeking 
cushy, highly paid teaching jobs).  
 
But he fails to acknowledge it is teachers in government schools who, through 
industrial action, win these conditions that non-government teachers generally seem 
to manage to receive as a flow-on, despite apparently not needing to join their 
publicly employed colleagues in the financial penalties inherent in most forms of 
effective industrial action.  
 
Teachers in independent schools receive even higher wages than government school 
teachers or their colleagues in the diocesan schools.  
 
It is interesting that teachers seem to be constantly criticised for seeking higher 
wages and/or better working conditions, as if this were some sort of crime.  



I suppose Mr Smith and his ilk limit their industrial involvement to begging their 
employers for lower wages and worse working conditions.  
 
As for teachers (presumably in government schools) getting the ''world's longest 
holidays'' Mr Smith could easily have checked the truth of this claim by phoning the 
front office at each local school and inquiring about the length of that school's 
teaching terms. No doubt he would be baffled to learn that parents of students at 
independent schools seem willing to pay the highest fees for the shortest face-to-face 
teaching time.  
 
I'm not claiming that teachers in any sector have a headlock on goodness and virtue. I 
just wish that these arguments would be backed up with some facts rather than 
simply being a parade of the author's prejudices.  

 
In April 2012, in a letter which would be pertinent today, he mauled the thoroughly 
deserving Ed Dobson:  
 
I'm surprised that a newspaper with aspirations to quality would publish Ed Dobson's 
irrational broadside against unions (Letters, April 12). In a piece which would make 
the late Senator Joe McCarthy proud, Dobson starts from the generally agreed 
proposition that there are problems in the Health Services Union and, along a path 
littered with rumour and innuendo, ends up with wild claims that dastardly unionists 
of any and all varieties are having a devastating effect on the Australian economy 
through their malevolent control of superannuation funds.  
 
Along the way, he asserts that certain behaviour, ''if taken'', would be criminal, and 
that ''rumour has it'' that ''the income of union officials'' is boosted by corrupt 
practices such as insider trading. No name, evidence or detail of any kind is provided. 
In summary, it's just a gutless smear.  
 
As a union official, I invite Dobson to examine the financial records of myself and any 
other employee of the union for the rampant corruption which seems to pre-occupy 
his dreams.  
 

In 2011, Phil accused E.L Fisher of surrealism and having a rampant case of Alan 
Jones fever: “Symptoms: say anything – no matter how patently absurd – and 
somebody, somewhere will believe you.”  
 
Persistent Canberra Times letter writer Cuthbert Douglas sits comfortably to the right 
of the Fuhrer, and is known for his climate change denial and hatred for anyone on a 
bicycle. One day he turned his powerful brain to matters of education. Phil was on 
him like a flash, his retort famously beginning: “Earth to Cuthbert Douglas, Earth to 
Cuthbert Douglas” – as if the earth and Cuthbert Douglas have anything to do with 
one another.  
 
Phil Rasmus was irrefutably a comic genius, but I can’t let you think that’s where it 
begins and ends. Phil and I taught together. At first I thought he was prickly and a bit 
cranky. Then I realised he actually was prickly and a bit cranky … and he had your 
back like nobody I’ve ever met.  



Phil was a great teacher, he believed in teachers and he was driven to fight for them 
– whether it was at the chalkface or in a broad campaign.  
 
Phil encouraged me to become a union official. Phil really listened to people, he 
advised them, and then he backed them to the hilt. He was the epitome of a union 
teacher. In the job I’m in, most years bring fresh storm clouds, and Phil was a 
steward through each one. Phil’s presidency included a 2011 Enterprise Agreement 
campaign that delivered the best teacher and school leader salary outcomes since 
last century.  
 
Phil was known for his biting cynicism, but anyone who confused that with 
pessimism was guilty of misreading the man. Like all of us in this room, Phil was an 
optimist. He believed in the nobility of our cause, as educators in the public system. 
And he believed that the only response to the vandals at our gates is a collective 
one. Like all of us, he imagined that people will, over time, have to see sense.  
 
We owe it to people like Phil Rasmus to succeed in our policy goals, to improve the 
working lives of educators and to defend and advance public education.  
 

On this sad day, it gives me great pleasure to speak to the recommendation that 

Philip Rasmus be awarded, posthumously, Life Membership of the Australian 

Education Union. 


